
APPLICATION

Captain

 



STUDENT NAME:

GRADE:

CAPTAIN APPLICATION

 Why do you want to be captain?1.

  2. Name one new thing that you would bring to the team as captain.  
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STUDENT NAME:

GRADE:

CAPTAIN APPLICATION

Do you think attitude is a factor in winning? How?

  

1.

2. How will you keep your teammates accountable? 
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STUDENT NAME:

GRADE:

CAPTAIN APPLICATION

How will you solve  the issue of team members not being kind to one another? 

  

1.

2. What is your vision of this year? How do you want your team to compete? How do you want your team to

interact with one another?
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STUDENT NAME:

GRADE:

CAPTAIN APPLICATION

How are you a role model for your team members? 

  

1.

2. How would you handle a situation where a student is not listening or is talking during rehearsal?
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STUDENT NAME:

GRADE:

CAPTAIN APPLICATION

How would you help a student who is trying very hard but just isn't getting the routines as fast as the rest

of the team?

  

1.

2. What is something from past seasons that you would like to improve upon or change and how would you

do that?
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Prepare a 2-3 min speech on  why you should be captain
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CAPTAIN EXPECTATIONS/GUIDELINES

A captain acts as a liaison between coach and team. A captain will make sure
to communicate with the other captain about the issues, concerns,
questions, etc. They will both come up with solutions to bring to coach.
Coach will ultimately decide; however, the voices of the team will be heard
through the captains.

A captain will model the expectations/guidelines of CHS Spiritline. They will
make sure that they are punctual, being respectful, dressing out on spirit
days, being prepared, etc. Leaders set the tone for the team.

A captain will also enforce the expectations/guidelines of CHS Spiritline. They
will make sure that athletes get the equipment out needed for the day and
everyone is ready for warm up on time. They will make sure everyone has
their hair up, jewelry off, nails at appropriate length, etc. 

A captain will plan team bonding events. They will complete the team
bonding forms needed. They will hand them into the coach for approval.
These must be done in advance in order to provide proper communication
and planning to the rest of the team members.

A captain will make sure to send reminders in the group messaging that
includes the coach. They can make sure they remind times and locations
where the team is meeting. They can make sure that their team knows what
they are wearing, etc. 
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CAPTAIN EXPECTATIONS/GUIDELINES

A captain is to be prepared for the games by knowing what chants to call and
when to call them (knowing the rules/calls of the game). A captain is to have
planned what they want their team to do at the quarter. All of these need to
have been communicated in advance with the other captain.

A captain is to lead stretches, warm-up, etc. They are to do all of these
activities properly as taught by the coach. They are to hold their teammates
accountable during these activities to ensure that all members improve, are
focused, and safe.

A captain is to respect all members on the team, including the coach and
their co-captain. They are to be kind in their interactions through speech,
gestures, etc. A captain helps create a positive environment for the team. 

A captain must realize and understand the level of commitment that it takes
to be a leader. A captain must be a role model in and out of practice. They
must lead by example. They need to encourage team participation and hold
their members accountable. 
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CAPTAIN EXPECTATIONS/GUIDELINES

GroupMe/Texting

Be aware of tone.
Don't argue with team members or
coach
Address any concerns one-on-one
in direct message

Ask to speak face to face the
next day

Support the coach
If you have a concern, bring it
up in a direct message or face-
to-face conversation.

Keep the GroupMe conversations as
a need-to-know, not a group chat
board.

Ask the coach in advance if the information is correct
Use the emails (ways of communication) to ensure that you know what is
expected.

Include:
Who is involved, What is the event, When (time and date), Where (location),
Why?
Details (uniform pieces, poms, shoes, warm ups, jewelry, nails, bow, money
needed, what to wear to school on game day, etc.)

When putting out information to give to your teammates....
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CAPTAIN EXPECTATIONS/GUIDELINES

Team Bonding Reminder Example

Hey team! Don't forget that we have a
team bonding event on Tuesday, March
3 at 5:00pm.

We will be having pizza at Kelly's house.

Address: 1555 S. Chandler Dr.
                 Chandler, AZ 80000

Please bring $5 dollars to chip in for
pizza. 

Hey team!

Tomorrow, we have a game at Chandler High School at 6:00pm. Please be on time.
We will be meeting on the football field. Kelly and Tabitha will get the mats out. 

You will need to be in your uniform, liners, white bows, tall white socks, black
masks, white cheer shoes, no jewelry, fingernails at appropriate length, and hair in
a low pony tail parted in the middle. If you would like to wear your spiritline warm
ups, please make sure to wear your skirt over your pants. 

Brittney and Whitney will put the mats away.

Tomorrow at school, we will be wearing our jeans and white CHS shirt.

Game Day Reminder Example

Use Canva.com to create flyers, IG advertisements, etc.



Have a list of your chants/cheers on
hand
Know what you will be calling at
quarters (jumps, tumbling, etc)
Communicate cheers/band dances
to other captains 
Know when to have team sit down
during injury
Help team members who are new
to Chandler with the protocol of
Football games.
Have team sit together during half
time.
Help new team members with
chants and dances
Know offense/defense/kick off
Communicate the National Anthem
and football run through with team
Enforce no phones
Make sure team members are
focused on the game

Football 

Have a list of your chants/cheers on
hand
Know what you will be calling at
quarters (jumps, tumbling, etc)
Communicate to captain across the
gap
Make sure team is on the floor a
minute before the game begins.
Know offense/defense
Communicate the National Anthem
and team call out
Help team members who are new
to Chandler with the protocol of
Basketball games.
Enforce no phones
Make sure team members are
focused on the game

Basketball 
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CAPTAIN EXPECTATIONS/GUIDELINES
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TEAM BONDING REQUEST

Team:______________________________________________________________________________
Who is involved?_____________________________________________________________
Where will it be located?_____________________________________________________
When will it take place?______________________________________________________
Why are we doing this activity?_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
How will this benefit the team?_______________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Did you create a Canva flyer that you can send in the Groupme chat? _______

We agree that the information that has been written above is accurate and
we made these decisions together. Only team members will be involved. 

Captain Signature:____________________________________________________________
Captain Signature:____________________________________________________________

Coach (circle one) has approved or not approved the team bonding event
Coach Signature:____________________________________________________________

This request must be completed for every team bonding event
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COACH/CAPTAIN WEEKLY MEETINGS

Questions/Upcoming Events: Positives:

Conflicts/Concerns/Improvements

This reflection needs to be completed before every meeting



STUDENT NAME:

GRADE:

I, ____________________________ (Student Name), understand and adhere to the guidelines/expectations. 

I understand that not following these guidelines/expectations may result in the removal of my position.

 

Date:______________________

CAPTAIN AGREEMENT

PARENT AGREEMENT

I, __________________________ (Parent's Name), have read and understood the terms and conditions of my

child being captain. I understand that my child may be removed from his/her position if they do not adhere

to the guidelines/expectations.
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Signature:_____________________________________________________

Date:______________________ Signature:_____________________________________________________


